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The LLL system is composed by three similar units The Greenwald density limit (dashed line) has been exceeded only in discharges with an edge safety factor q(a) > 5 (1/q a < 0.2). In particular:
At I p = 0.7MA, B T =7.1T, q a =5.0, by gas puffing only, a record electron density for FTU has been reached n e =4.0*10 20 m -3 (30% beyond Greenwald limit)
For lithizated discharges the linear ohmic confinement (LOC) extends at higher values, from 54 ms up to 76 ms, that corresponds to the new saturated ohmic confinement (SOC).
The ion transport is negligible with respect to the electron one. The particle flux driven by the ITG modes is dominant in the strong gradient region of the discharge (r/a=0.6). At 0.3s it is inward (negative) for e-and D and outward (positive) for Li, at t=0.8s it is found to be outward for all the species The heat loads on the three units are evaluated starting from the measure of the surface temperature.
The temperature rises in a planar surface under a power flux density q (t) can be written :
where C P is specific heat of the material, ρ its density and k the thermal conductivity. 
HEAT LOADS
For the central unit heat loads in excess of 5 MW/m 2 are withstood with a strong peak up to 14 MW/m 2 during the plasma disruption. Of course the lithium radiating cloud around the units strongly reduces the heat load and avoids damages to CPS structure.
CONCLUSIONS CONCLUSIONS
• • Lithization is a very good and Lithization is a very good and effective tool for plasma operations effective tool for plasma operations and performances and performances 
